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Apathy is recognized as a prevalent behavioral symptom of amnestic Mild Cognitive Impairment (aMCI). In
aMCI, apathy is associated with an increased risk and increases the risk of progression to Alzheimer’s Disease
(AD). Previous DTI study in aMCI showed that apathy has been associated with white matter alterations in the
cingulum, middle and inferior longitudinal fasciculus, fornix, and uncinate fasciculus. However, the underlying
white matter correlates associated with apathy in aMCI are still unclear. We investigated this relationship using
whole-brain diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). Twenty-nine aMCI patients and 20 matched cognitively healthy
controls were included. Apathy severity was assessed using the Apathy Evaluation Scale Clinician version. We
applied the tract-based spatial statistics analyses to DTI parameters: fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity,
axial diffusivity, and radial diffusivity to investigate changes in white matter pathways associated with the
severity of apathy. No significant difference was found in any of the DTI parameters between aMCI and the
control group. In aMCI, higher severity of apathy was associated with lower FA in various white matter pathways
including the left anterior part of inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus/uncinate fasciculus, genu and body of the
corpus callosum, superior and anterior corona radiata, anterior thalamic radiation of both hemispheres and in
the right superior longitudinal fasciculus/anterior segment of arcuate fasciculus (p < .05, TFCE-corrected) after
controlling for age, gender and GDS non-apathy. A trend association was observed in the right posterior corona
radiata and corticospinal tract/internal capsule, and bilateral forceps minor (p < .065, TFCE-corrected). In
conclusion, in aMCI, severity of apathy is associated with aberrant white matter integrity in widely distributed
pathways, within and between hemispheres.

Abbreviations: ACC, Anterior cingulate cortex; ACR, Anterior corona radiata; AD, Alzheimer’s Disease; AES, Apathy evaluation scale; aMCI, amnestic Mild
Cognitive Impairment; ATR, Anterior thalamic radiation; BNT, Boston naming test; CC, Corpus callosum; CST, Corticospinal tract; DTI, Diffusion tensor imaging; DS,
Digit Span; FA, Fractional anisotropy; FSL, Functional MRI of the Brain (FMRIB) Software Library; GDS, Geriatric depression scale; IFOF, Inferior fronto-occipital
fasciculus; LPC, Lateral parietal cortex; MMSE, Mini mental state examination; NPS, Neuropsychiatric symptoms; OFC, Orbitofrontal cortex; RAVLT, Rey auditory
verbal learning test; SCR, Superior corona radiata; SDMT, Symbol digit modalities test; SLF, Superior longitudinal fasciculus; TBSS, Tract-based spatial statistics;
TFCE, Threshold-free cluster enhancement; TMT, Trail making test; UF, Uncinate fasciculus; VS, Ventral striatum; VTA, Ventral tegmental area.
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1. Introduction

and Dubois, 2006; Levy, 2012).
Reviews of the published neuroimaging literature confirm the
involvement of these circuits, in addition to other brain regions. More
specifically, across various neuroimaging modalities and pathologies,
apathy is consistently associated with disruptions in medial frontal
cortex, including the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and orbitofrontal
cortex (OFC), and subcortical regions such as ventral striatum (VS) (Kos
et al., 2016; Le Heron et al., 2018). In AD and MCI, apathy is associated
with structural alterations of gray matter in the prefrontal cortex, medial
frontal cortex (i.e. anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and orbitofrontal
cortex (OFC)), subcortical areas (VS, medial thalamus, VTA), basal
ganglia and parietal cortex (Kos et al., 2016; Raimo et al., 2019; Stella
et al., 2014; Theleritis et al., 2014). Despite these findings, only a few
studies have investigated whether any alterations in white matter tracts
connecting these brain regions may also be associated with apathy.
One way to investigate white matter structure would be to use
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). DTI is a quantitative and non-invasive
MRI technique that provides quantitative information regarding the
diffusion of water molecules. Fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean
diffusivity (MD) are derived using DTI and reflect the directionality of
water diffusion within the tract and the magnitude of overall water
diffusion, respectively (Basser et al., 1994a; Le Bihan, 2003; Tournier
et al., 2011). DTI has been used to investigate white matter structural
alterations in the brain and has shown to be useful in identifying changes
even in the early stage of AD (Zhang et al., 2014). Previous DTI studies in
AD have demonstrated the association between apathy and reduced FA
in the left anterior cingulum (Hahn et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2011; Tighe
et al., 2012), the white matter (WM) underlying bilateral parietal cortex,
right anterior cingulate cortex, and thalamus (Ota et al., 2012), the
corpus callosum, right superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), and
bilateral uncinate fasciculus (UF) (Hahn et al., 2013). However, in aMCI,
the association between apathy severity and the white matter changes is
still unclear. To date there has only been a single study investigating the
WM correlates of apathy in aMCI patients. In a DTI study of 20 aMCI
patients using voxel-based analysis, Cacciari and colleagues (2010) re
ported a significant association between apathy and increased mean
diffusivity in the right temporal lobe (more specifically the uncinate
fasciculus [UF], middle longitudinal fasciculus [MLF], and inferior
longitudinal fasciculus [ILF]), in the parathalamic WM, fornix and
posterior cingulum, as well as decreased FA in similar WM areas except
for the MLF. Voxel-based analysis, however, has several limitations such
as being prone to registration errors (Ashburner and Friston, 2000) and
when applied to FA data, the random selection of smoothing factors
might also affect the final results (Smith et al., 2006). To improve these
issues, we conducted a tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) analysis, a
hypothesis-free technique that detects structural changes throughout the
whole brain employing a “skeletonization” step to mitigate image mis
alignments and prevents the need for data smoothing (Smith et al.,
2006).
Several above-mentioned brain structures are associated with goaldirected behavior and motivation, such as the ACC, VS, OFC, dlPFC
(Le Heron et al., 2018). The circuitry between these regions and striatum
and thalamus has also been implicated in drive, planning and cognition
for the development and expression of goal-directed behaviors (Haber
and Calzavara, 2009). We discussed above the aspects of motivation and
goal-directed behavior for apathy. Therefore, we hypothesize that ab
erration in this circuitry will be associated with apathy. We also
explored any other possible involvement of white matter tracts in apathy
using TBSS, while controlling for depressive symptoms.

Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) refers to a decline in cognitive
functioning that goes beyond declines related to normal ageing, but it is
not as severe as dementia. People with MCI do not meet the criteria for
dementia, and have normal activities of daily living. Amnestic MCI
(aMCI) is a subtype of MCI mainly marked by impairment in episodic
memory, but can co-occur with deficits in other cognitive domains
(Petersen, 2004). In people with MCI, cognitive decline is often
accompanied by neuropsychiatric symptoms (NPS), of which apathy
(varying from 3.1% to 50.5%) and depression (32%) are the most
prevalent (Fernandez-Martinez et al., 2010; Geda et al., 2008; Ismail
et al., 2016; Lanctôt et al., 2017; Onyike et al., 2007; Sherman et al.,
2018). Other symptoms include agitation and disorientation (prevalence
4–35%) and delusions and hallucinations (3–14%) (Gallagher et al.,
2017). Apathy and depression often co-occur with one another and
although they are distinct constructs, their symptoms may overlap
(Marin et al., 1993; Tagariello et al., 2009). Apathy occurs in several
psychiatric and neurological disorders [e.g. Marin, 1990], its presence in
aMCI, independent of depression, is related to a greater risk of pro
gression to AD (Chilovi et al., 2009; Palmer et al., 2010; Richard et al.,
2012; Van Dalen et al., 2018). Moreover, apathy has been associated
with adverse consequences such as functional decline, physical and so
cial inactivity, increased caregiver distress (Clarke et al., 2010),
decreased quality of life (Conde-Sala et al., 2016), and higher mortality
(Nijsten et al., 2017).
The definition of apathy has altered in the past decades (Chase,
2011). Apathy was primarily defined as “a lack of motivation”. It has
been thought to be comprised of several factors related to cognitive,
behavior and emotion (Marin, 1991). In 2009, an international
consensus committee regarded apathy as a syndrome of diminished
motivation that is persistent over time (Robert et al., 2009). It included
symptoms in at least two out of three dimensions, representing behav
ioral, cognitive, and emotional apathy, concordant with the original
concept of apathy as a ‘multidimensional’ entity described by Marin
(1991). Another definition considers apathy to be “a reduction in goaldirected behavior” (Levy and Dubois, 2006). Levy and Dubois (2006)
proposed three components of apathy (i.e. cognitive, emotionalaffective and auto-activation) similar to Marin’s definition, except for
the auto-activation, which represents problems with initiation of be
haviors and cognition.
Levy and Dubois proposed an apathy model based on the impairment
of distinct prefrontal-basal ganglia circuits (Levy and Dubois, 2006;
Levy, 2012). They suggested that lesions of the orbito-medial prefrontal
cortex and basal ganglia (e.g. the ventral striatum) are associated with
apathy through difficulties in providing emotional value to a given
behavioral context (disruption of “emotional-affective” process) (Hol
lerman et al., 1998). The orbito-medial PFC is connected to limbic re
gion via the uncinate fasciculus. It is considered that the input from the
limbic to the orbito-medial PFC influences ongoing behavior (Öngür and
Price, 2000). Lesions of the frontal lobes (the dorsal prefrontal cortex)
and basal ganglia (e.g., the dorsal caudate) are believed to contribute to
apathy through diminished ability to generate plans required to suc
cessfully complete an action (disruption of the associative/“cognitive”
process that is related to difficulties in elaborating new patterns of
behavior (Levy, 2012). And finally, the dlPFC is an important brain re
gion for executive function such as planning and working memory. The
lateral PFC is also closely connected with the dorsal part of the caudate
nucleus, which together contribute to executive functioning (Barbey
et al., 2013; Carpenter et al., 2000). Bilateral lesions in the prefrontalbasal ganglia circuits or the additional lesions in the cognitive and
limbic territories may lead to “auto-activation” deficit syndrome, which
refers to difficulties in initiating motor programs to complete behavior.
Lesions in the basal ganglia may lead to apathy because basal ganglia
processing may no longer be able to generate relevant neural signals to
its output targets in the prefrontal cognitive and limbic territories (Levy

2. Material and methods
2.1. Subjects
Thirty-one amnestic MCI patients (aMCI group) and 20 cognitively
healthy controls (control group) were included in this study. Two aMCI
2
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subjects were excluded from the analysis because one subject did not
have diffusion scans and the diffusion weighted scan of the second
subject was corrupted. Therefore, the data of twenty-nine aMCI subjects
were included in the final analysis. The study was approved by the
medical ethical review board of the University Medical Center Gronin
gen and all subjects had given their written informed consent prior to the
study in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Diagnoses of aMCI
and clinical apathy were made based on a neuropsychological evalua
tion by a trained neuropsychologist and further confirmed by a
neurologist. aMCI diagnosis was made according to the criteria of
Petersen (Petersen et al., 1999) and includes: (1) memory complaints by
the patient or observed by a close other; (2) a score lower than 1.5
standard deviations (SDs) below the normative control values on a
memory test; (3) a score of ≥24 on the Mini Mental State Examination
(MMSE); (4) normal activities of daily living; (5) no symptoms of de
mentia (based on clinical examination by a neurologist and interview
with a knowledgeable informant). Apathy was diagnosed clinically in
eight subjects with aMCI based on the clinical diagnostic criteria by
Robert et al. (2009) and Robert et al. (2018) which comprised of: (1)
diminished motivation that must be present for at least 4 weeks; (2)
presence of two of the three dimensions of apathy (reduced goaldirected behavior, goal-directed cognitive activity, and emotions); (3)
there are identifiable functional impairments attributable to apathy; (4)
exclusion criteria are specified to exclude symptoms and conditions
mimicking apathy. Apathy severity was determined with the Apathy
Evaluation Scale Clinician version (AES-C; see Section 2.1.1. below).
Cognitively healthy participants in the control group were recruited
through advertisements. The control group was matched with the aMCI
group for age, gender, and education. Inclusion criteria for the control
group were a MMSE score of ≥27, no subjective or objective memory
complaints, and normal performance on the neuropsychological tests.
General exclusion criteria included the use of medication that may affect
cognition, MRI contra-indications, any current or a history of psychiatric
or neurological disorders with the exception of depressive symptoms,
head trauma accompanied by a loss of consciousness, and anatomical
abnormalities (e.g. brain tumor) found in the MRI scan.

recall, Digit Span (DS), Symbol Digit Modalities Test (SDMT), Stroop
Test, Trail Making Test (TMT), Hayling Test, and the Boston Naming
Test (BNT). These specific tests were selected because they have been
well validated (Lezak et al., 2004) and together provide a reliable esti
mate of general cognitive ability.
2.1.2. Statistical analysis of demographic data
Statistical analysis for demographic, behavioral and neuropsycho
logical data were carried out using IBM SPSS version 25.0 (IBM Corp,
Armonk, NY, 2014). Differences between groups were analyzed using
the Mann-Whitney U test for non-normally distributed data or Student’s
T-test for normally distributed data, and Chi-square tests for gender and
handedness. Associations between apathy severity and other variables in
each group were analyzed with Spearman correlations. Partial correla
tions between AES and MMSE and cognitive functions scores were
determined after controlling for age and education. The level of signif
icance was set at p < .05 (two-sided).
2.2. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
2.2.1. Magnetic resonance imaging acquisition
Diffusion-weighted images were obtained with a 3T Phillips Intera
scanner (Phillips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) equipped
with a 32-channel synergy SENSE head coil, using a single-shot pulsed
gradient spin-echo, echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence. Restraining
foams on the subject’s head and earplugs were used to minimize the
head movement and to reduce scanner noise. Diffusion-weighted images
were acquired along 60 isotropic gradient directions (b = 1000 s/mm2)
and one unweighted b = 0 s/mm image together with reversed k-space
with two acquisition directions: anteroposterior and posteroanterior.
The acquisition parameters for 55 axial slices of 2.5 mm thickness were
as follows: repetition time [TR] = 8947 ms; echo time [TE] = 60.1 ms;
in-plane field of view [FOV] = 240x240 mm2; image resolution 96 × 96
mm; flip angle [FA] = 90◦ ). The acquisition time for each scan was 10.3
min.
2.2.2. Diffusion tensor MRI processing
The DTI images were processed within the Functional MRI of the
Brain (FMRIB) Software Library (FSL) toolbox version 5.0 (www.fmrib.
ox.ac.uk/fsl) (Smith et al., 2004). The pair of diffusion-weighted images
acquired in opposite phase encoding directions were used to estimate
the susceptibility-induced-off-resonance field with the “topup” tool
(Andersson et al., 2003), which yielded a single corrected image. This
output was passed into the “eddy” tool for eddy currents and subject
movement corrections (Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2016). All images
were visually inspected before and after corrections. We then created a
mask by excluding non-brain tissue from the corrected image with a b
value = 0 using the “Brain Extraction Tool (BET)” inside the FSL package
(Smith, 2002). The diffusion tensor model was fitted using the least
squares method (Basser et al., 1994b) employed in the “DTIFIT” toolbox
inside the FMRIB’s Diffusion Toolbox (FDT), which created fractional
anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD) and eigenvalue maps.

2.1.1. Behavioral and neuropsychological assessment
All subjects underwent behavioral and neuropsychological tests. The
severity of apathy was evaluated using the Apathy Evaluation Scale
Clinician version (AES-C), which is comprised of 18 items scored on a 4point Likert-type scale based on the subject’s thoughts, feelings, and
actions (Clarke et al., 2007; Kazui et al., 2017; Marin et al., 1991). Total
scores ranged between 18 and 72, with higher scores indicating higher
levels of apathy. In addition, although AES-C is designed as a unitary
measure (Clarke et al., 2007), we calculated the scores of different
“components” within the AES-C: Cognitive, Behavioral, and Emotional
(Marin et al., 1991). Cognitive apathy consisted of the following items
no. 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 11, 13, 16. Behavioral apathy consisted of items no. 2, 6,
9, 10, 12. Two items - No. 7 and 14 comprised emotional apathy and the
three remaining items were described as others (i.e. “s/he has an ac
curate understanding of her/his problems”; “s/he has initiative”; “s/he
has motivation”) (Marin et al., 1991). The sub-component total score
was obtained by summing up all the scores on all the items under each
component. The 30-item Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) was used to
assess depressive symptoms (Yesavage et al., 1982). The GDS is a selfreport screening scale which consists of “yes/no” questions with
higher scores indicating more depressive symptoms. In addition, we
calculated a sub-score of the GDS by excluding six items which are
related to apathy (Adams et al., 2004). This sub-score (i.e. GDS nonapathy) had a range of 0–24 and was used as a covariate in the statis
tical analyses.
A set of neuropsychological tests was administered, including the
Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) to assess general cognitive
ability (Folstein et al., 1975), the 15-word Rey Auditory Verbal Learning
Test (RAVLT; also used for aMCI diagnosis) immediate and delayed

2.2.3. Tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) analysis
Voxel-wise statistical analyses of the skeletonized FA data were
performed using TBSS (Smith et al., 2006), which is also a part of the FSL
toolbox (Smith et al., 2004). FA images of all subjects were nonlinearly
registered onto the FMRIB58 FA template (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl
/fslwiki/FMRIB58_FA) as a target and aligned the images onto 1 × 1
× 1 mm Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 152 space. The trans
formed FA images were then averaged, resulting in a derived mean of all
FA images that were used to generate a mean FA “skeleton” (i.e. the core
of all fiber bundles common to all subjects). The aligned FA image of
each subject was further projected onto the “mean FA skeleton”,
thresholded at 0.2 to exclude GM voxels or cross-subject image
misalignment. This projected-skeletonized data was then fed into the
3
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voxel-wise statistics across subjects.
To estimate the voxel-wise FA differences between aMCI and the
control group, as well as the association between apathy (AES-C scores)
and FA in the patient group, individual skeleton images were inputted to
the general linear model (GLM) analysis. The statistical significance was
estimated with permutation-based nonparametric inference (5000 per
mutations using FSL randomize toolbox inside TBSS (Winkler et al.,
2014). For association between apathy (AES-C score) and FA, age,
gender and GDS-non apathy were used as covariates. Age and gender
have been demonstrated to be related with FA variance in WM (Hsu
et al., 2008; Inano et al., 2011). Gender differences have also been noted
in the neural correlates associated with apathy in a subclinical apathy
sample (Spalletta et al., 2013). Moreover, since depressive symptoms
often co-occur with apathy (Tagariello et al., 2009) and have been
associated with WM (Wen et al., 2014), we also considered GDS nonapathy sub-scores as an important confounder and therefore included
these scores as a covariate. All covariate data were mean-centered. To
include as many subjects as possible, we firstly included all subjects (n =
29) and filled in the missing GDS non-apathy data with the average of
the scores. Subsequently, to check whether adding these missing values
changes the observed association, we also performed the analysis by
excluding the one subject who did not have a GDS score (n = 28). To
adjust for multiple comparisons across space, we used the ThresholdFree Cluster Enhancement (TFCE) with a specified significance level of
p < .05 (Smith and Nichols, 2009). The John Hopkins University (JHU)International Consortium of Brain Mapping DTI-81 WM label and JHU
white matter tractography atlases (Mori et al., 2005; Wakana et al.,
2004), and the atlas of human brain connections (Catani et al., 2013)
were used to identify white matter areas.
In line with previous research suggesting that exploring all tensor
behavior, rather than FA alone, may better captures the full extent of
WM changes in AD (Acosta-Cabronero et al., 2010), we also imple
mented the same steps of TBSS analyses to other diffusion tensor pa
rameters (i.e. mean diffusivity [MD], axial diffusivity [AD], and radial
diffusivity [RD]). The sum of the second and third eigenvalues of the
diffusion tensor was used to define RD.

Table 1
Demographic and Behavioral Characteristics.

Age
Gender (males)
Handedness
(right)
Education1
“University”
level (%)2
MMSE
GDS
GDS nonapathy
AES-C
RAVLT IR
RAVLT DR
Digit Span F
Digit Span B
SDMT
TMT A
TMT B
BNT
Stroop I
Stroop II

3. Results

Stroop
Interference
Hayling test

3.1. Subjects’ characteristics
Demographic, behavioral and neuropsychological data of the aMCI
and control groups are presented in Table 1. Using the cut-off score of
37.5 (Marin et al., 1991), eight aMCI patients but none of the controls
were considered as having clinical apathy. Moreover, following the
general GDS-30′ s cut-off score of 11 (Yesavage et al., 1982), 17 subjects
with aMCI and 19 controls did not meet criteria for depression (scored
0–10), 9 aMCI and 1 control exhibited mild depressive symptoms
(scored 11–20), and 2 aMCI patients were considered to have moderate
to severe depressive symptoms (scored above 20). There was no differ
ence between groups on age, gender, education level, MMSE and AES-C
scores. The patient group had higher levels of GDS and GDS non-apathy
(indicating depression independent of apathy) scores relative to the
control group. As per group definitions, the aMCI group showed lower
scores on the 15-word RAVLT immediate recall (t = − 4.4, p < .001) and
delayed recall (t = − 5.0, p < .001), compared to the control group.
There was no significant difference between the groups in executive
functions, processing speed, or naming performance.
In the aMCI group, higher AES-C scores were significantly associated
with higher GDS scores (r = 0.54, p = .003) and with the GDS nonapathy sub-scores (r = 0.42, p = .03). After including age and educa
tion as covariates, we found that higher AES-C was significantly asso
ciated with Stroop I (r = 0.50, p = .01) but not with other cognitive tests.
Hence, we added the Stroop I as a covariate in the DTI analysis.
The AES-C sub-component scores did not differ between groups
(Supplementary Table 1). In the aMCI group, Spearman’s correlation

aMCI Group (n = 29)

Control Group (n =
20)

Mean
(SD)

Range

Mean
(SD)

Range

67.3
(4.9)
21

60–78

67
(5.1)
13

61–79

26

20

Group
comparison
(p)

U = 272.5
(0.72)
X2 = 0.31
(0.58)
X2 = 2.20
(0.14)
U = 237.5
(0.26)

5.3
(1.1)
41.4

3–7

5.7
(0.7)
60

4–7

28.6
(1.7)
8.43
(7.1)
6.25
(5.5)
31.2
(10.7)
31.6
(7.1)
5.3
(2.0)
5.7
(1.2)
4.6
(0.8)
46.0
(7.8)
38.7
(11.8)
45.3
(26.7)
26.7
(2.8)
48.3
(9.4)
63.0
(9.6)
58.4
(31.9)
4.0
(1.9)

22–30

28.8
(1.1)
2.4
(3.6)
1.6
(2.6)
26.2
(4.6)
41.5
(8.3)
8.8
(2.7)
6.2
(1.4)
4.8
(1.0)
50.4
(7.7)
39.9
(17.8)
43.5
(32.9)
26.5
(2.9)
46.2
(7.1)
61.4
(8.7)
49.4
(14.5)
4.7
(2.0)

27–30

U = 287 (0.95)

0–12

U = 110.5
(<0.01)*
U = 115
(<0.01)*
U = 223 (0.17)

0–25
0–20
18–54
17–46
1–10
4–8
3–6
25–60
20–64
17–120
20–30
30–77
48–87
20.5–153.5
1–7

0–9
20–38
26–54

19–90

t = − 4.4
(<0.01)*
t = − 5.0
(<0.01)*
U = 231.5
(0.21)
U = 277.5
(0.78)
t = − 1.90
(0.06)
U = 269 (0.82)

8–140

U = 225 (0.48)

20.5–30

36.5–85

U = 276.5
(0.78)
U = 241.5
(0.47)
U = 246.5
(0.54)
U = 248 (0.56)

1–8

U = 220 (0.20)

3–13
4–8
3–7
39–64

34–61
49–80

Group comparisons were performed with Student’s T-test or Mann-Whitney U
test for continuous data, and Chi-square tests for gender and handedness. 1Ed
ucation level was rated according to the Dutch education system (Verhage,
1964); 2′′ University” level (i.e. Verhage 6 “Finished high level of secondary
education” and Verhage 7 “University level degree”). aMCI, amnestic Mild
Cognitive Impairment; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination; GDS, Geriatric
Depression Scale; AES-C, Apathy Evaluation Scale Clinician version; RAVLT-IR,
Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test – Immediate Recall; RAVLT-DR, Rey Audi
tory Verbal Learning Test – Delayed Recall; DS, Digit Span Test; SDMT, Symbol
Digit Modalities Test; TMT, Trail Making Test; BNT, Boston Naming Test.
*Significant at p < .01 (2-tailed).

showed significant association between higher GDS scores and behav
ioral apathy sub-component (r = 0.65, p < .001) and emotional apathy
sub-component scores (r = 0.64, p < .001) and between the GDS nonapathy scores and behavioral and emotional apathy (r = 0.54, p =
.003 and r = 0.57, p = .002, respectively).
3.2. White matter integrity differences between the aMCI and control
group
A voxel-wise TBSS comparison showed that aMCI patients did not
significantly differ in any of the DTI parameters (FA, MD, AD or RD)
compared to the control group (at a threshold of p < .05, TFCE4
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In the control group only (n = 20), we found no significant associ
ation between the severity of apathy and any of the DTI-derived
parameters.

corrected).
3.3. Association between AES-C and DTI parameters

3.4. Association between AES-C sub-component and DTI parameters

We initially examined the association between the severity of apathy
and DTI-derived parameters (FA, MD, AD, and RD) in 29 aMCI patients
while controlling for age, gender and GDS non-apathy. As shown in
Fig. 1, higher AES-C scores were significantly associated with decreased
FA (p < .05, TFCE-corrected) in the left anterior part of inferior frontooccipital fasciculus (IFOF)/uncinate fasciculus (UF), genu and body of
the corpus callosum, bilateral superior and anterior corona radiata (SCR
and ACR), and bilateral anterior thalamic radiation (ATR). In the right
hemisphere, inverse associations were also exhibited in the SLF/anterior
segment of arcuate fasciculus (AF) (See Supplementary Table 2).
Moreover, a trend association was observed between higher AES-C
scores and lower FA in the right posterior corona radiata and cortico
spinal tract (CST)/internal capsule, and bilateral forceps minor (p <
.065, TFCE-corrected) (Supplementary Table 3). No significant associ
ation was observed between apathy and other DTI measures such as MD,
AD, or RD. In addition, since there was a significant association between
AES-C and Stroop I scores in the aMCI group, indicating slower pro
cessing speed (r = 0.50, p = .01), we added Stroop I as a covariate in the
neuroimaging analysis. After correcting for age, gender, GDS nonapathy and Stroop I, the association between apathy severity and FA
was weaker (p = .089, TFCE-corrected).
We also analyzed the WM correlates of apathy in a combined group
of aMCI and cognitively healthy controls (n = 49). In this combined
group, after controlling for age, gender, and GDS-non apathy, the as
sociation between the severity of apathy and decreased FA was found in
similar areas at a lower threshold (p < .08, TFCE-corrected) (See also
Supplementary Table 2).

There was no significant association between any of the apathy subcomponent scores (i.e. cognitive apathy, behavioral apathy or emotional
apathy) and DTI parameters either in the aMCI group (n = 29) or in the
combined group (n = 49).
4. Discussion
In this study, we investigated the association between the severity of
apathy and whole brain DTI measures in aMCI patients. After taking the
confounding effects of age, gender, and GDS non-apathy sub-scores into
account, we found a widespread white matter integrity aberration
associated with apathy severity. More specifically, higher apathy
severity, as indicated by higher AES-C scores, was significantly associ
ated with lower fractional anisotropy (FA) in widespread white matter
pathways including commissural (i.e. corpus callosum), association (i.e.
IFOF, SLF/AF) and projection (i.e. anterior and superior corona radiata,
anterior thalamic radiation) pathways. FA is the degree of directional
restriction of the diffusion of water, reflecting the integrity of the un
derlying WM tract (Mori and Zhang, 2006). Therefore, decreased FA
values indicate a change in white matter integrity which may be due to
various microstructural processes such as demyelination, axonal
degradation, or gliosis (Beaulieu, 2002).
We found a moderate positive correlation between AES-C scores and
GDS non-apathy in the patients’ group. This is in line with the notion
that apathy and depression have overlapping symptoms (Clarke et al.,
Fig. 1. Voxel-wise correlation analyses between
apathy scores (AES-C) and FA in aMCI patients (n =
29). The following are depicted (red-yellow): left
IFOF/UF (z = 5); genu CC (z = 19, y = 25); body CC
(z = 33, y = 9); ACR bilateral (z = 25, y = 25); SCR
bilateral (z = 38); ATR bilateral (z = 19, z = 28, y =
25); right SLF (z = 33 and z = 38). For better visu
alization, the results were thickened using the “tbssfill” command. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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and body of the corpus callosum between the hemispheres may
compromise communication and integration of motivation, cognition,
and motor processing between the two hemispheres, thus leading to
more severe apathy.

2007) although they have different constructs (Starkstein et al., 2009).
Therefore, we took GDS non-apathy into account in the analysis.
We did not find significant associations (after correction for multiple
comparisons) between AES-C sub-components and DTI measures. Thus,
our findings of widespread WM differences correlated with apathy
symptoms could not explain the multidimensional construct of apathy.
This is not necessarily indicative that the sub-components are not rele
vant to drive the changes in WM in aMCI participants, but it could mean
that a larger sample of aMCI participants with better distribution of subscores is needed to further delineate significance of these dimensions.
Surprisingly, we observed no difference in FA values between pa
tients and controls in the whole brain analysis, in contrast to previous
studies (Liu et al., 2013; Zhuang et al., 2013). This might be due to
different patient characteristics compared to the other studies. In our
study, the groups differed in memory and depression, but their global
cognition is relatively intact and similar. Zhuang et al. (2013) compared
cognitively normal controls, ‘early’ aMCI (i.e. people who have recently
converted to aMCI) and ‘late’ aMCI (i.e. people with stable diagnosis
over 2 years). Indeed, FA was significantly different between controls
and ‘late’ aMCI patients, but not between controls and ‘early’ aMCI
patients (Zhuang et al., 2013). In our study, aMCI diagnosis was made at
a single time point. Thus, the different finding might be explained by
different aMCI stages, which may have various degrees of WM alter
ations. Liu et al. (2013) found a significant difference in global cognition
scores (assessed with Montreal Cognitive Assessment) between aMCI
and controls (Liu et al., 2013), meaning that their two groups of par
ticipants differed on the global cognition, while in our study MMSE
scores were similar in the two groups.
In a combined group of patients and controls, we only found a trend
association between aberrations in white matter integrity and higher
levels of apathy in the similar WM tracts after correcting for age, gender
and GDS non-apathy scores. This is in line with our findings of no sig
nificant correlation between AES-C and DTI measures in the control
group. In addition, we have to take our conclusions with caution, as the
significance of this results drops towards a trend with adding additional
covariate Stroop I. It should be noted, though, that on the sample of 29
subjects, adding 4 covariates decreases the power substantially. There
fore, future studies should repeat this analysis with a larger sample.

4.2. Association pathways and apathy
Our findings show that higher apathy severity is associated with
changes in WM integrity in the major association tracts connecting
frontal and other cortices (parietal, temporal, and occipital), e.g. in the
right superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF)/anterior segment of arcuate
fasciculus (AF) and the left anterior part of the inferior fronto-occipital
fasciculus (IFOF).
The SLF/AF connects the lateral frontal cortex with the dorsolateral
parietal and temporal lobes around the Sylvian fissure (Catani et al.,
2013). In the current study we observed lower FA particularly in the
anterior segment of AF, which links the inferior parietal lobule
(Geschwind’s territory) to Broca’s area in the frontal lobe. Broca’s area
is involved in speech production (Catani and Ffytche, 2005; Matsumoto
et al., 2004). The Geschwind’s territory is a place where sensory and
motor impulses integrate (Jardri et al., 2007). The anterior segment of
the AF and the ventral branch of the SLF are rarely distinguished in the
literature, and they are considered to be either part of the sensory-motor
SLF system or the arcuate language network (Catani et al., 2013).
However, our findings showed lower FA mainly in the SLF of the right
hemisphere, which is known to play a role in attention, visuospatial
processing, and spatial working memory (Catani and Ffytche, 2005; De
Schotten et al., 2005). Indeed, apathy has been reported to be associated
with impairments in attention and working memory (Robert et al.,
2006). We suggest that the aberrant connectivity between frontal and
parietal cortices, especially in the right hemisphere, may disrupt the
spatial attention network and affect the steps needed to achieve suc
cessful goal-directed behavior (Brown and Pluck, 2000).
We also observed disruptions in WM tract which connects the frontal
and temporal (and occipital) cortices, reflected in lower FA in the left
anterior part of IFOF. The IFOF connects the mediolateral orbital frontal
cortex (OFC) and proceeds ventrally to posterior temporal lobe and
terminates in the inferior and medial occipital lobe (Catani et al., 2002).
Importantly, in the frontal lobe, the IFOF shares the territories with the
uncinate fasciculus (UF). The UF connects the medial and lateral OFC, as
well as the anterior temporal lobe, and is known to play an important
role in regulating emotional responses and attaching emotion to visual
information (Catani et al., 2003; Schmahmann et al., 2008). The
involvement of OFC in the limbic system, together with the amygdala,
cingulate cortex, and hippocampus, is very important. The OFC connects
with the amygdala, which plays an important role in the interpretation
of sensory, affective, and motivational information to produce reward
outcomes (Rolls, 2019). The anterior cingulate cortex receives inputs
from the OFC and amygdala with inputs from ventral stream, while the
posterior cingulate cortex receives from dorsal stream areas including
the parietal cortex and has connections with the hippocampal memory
system (Rolls, 2019). The impairment of the OFC is consistently reported
to be associated with apathy (Le Heron et al., 2018; Theleritis et al.,
2014). Notably, a recent PET and MRI study in patients with AD found
elevated 11C-PBB3 standardized uptake value ratios (a PET marker
indicative of tau accumulation) in OFC, decreased OFC thickness and
decreased FA in the UF to be significantly associated with increased
scores of the Apathy Scale scores. Moreover, the path analysis indicated
that increased 11C-PBB3 ratios in OFC affected apathy directly and
through reduction of OFC thickness and subsequent decrease of FA in
the UF (Kitamura et al., 2018). A number of MRI studies have also
revealed the involvement of temporal and parietal cortex associated
with apathy, both in AD (Balthazar et al., 2014) and MCI (Donovan
et al., 2014; Guercio et al., 2015; Munro et al., 2015). Another study
from our group with the same sample also found lower choline and myoinositol in temporo-parietal cortex associated with apathy (Tumati et al.,

4.1. The commissural pathways and apathy
Our findings revealed that within the aMCI group, higher levels of
apathy correlated with decreased FA, mainly in the anterior part of the
corpus callosum (CC), the genu and its anterior extension radiating fi
bers, i.e. right forceps minor and the body of the CC. Previous studies on
AD (Hahn et al., 2013), Parkinson’s disease (Zhang et al., 2018) and HIV
patients (Hoare et al., 2010) have also revealed an inverse relationship
between apathy severity and FA in the genu and body of the corpus
callosum. The CC is the largest commissural tract in the human brain
that connects the left and right hemispheres and facilitates interhemi
spheric communication. Structurally, from anterior to posterior, the CC
comprises of the genu, body and splenium. The genu connects the pre
frontal and OFC of both hemispheres, while the forceps minor connects
to the medial and lateral frontal lobes (Catani et al., 2013; Clark et al.,
2018). The prefrontal cortex is primarily associated with executive
functions, where the ventromedial PFC (vmPFC) is known to be
important for emotional/motivational executive functions (i.e. coordi
nating cognition and emotion, emotional and social decision making)
and the dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC) plays a role in cognitive aspects of
executive functions (i.e. planning, response inhibition, working mem
ory) (Ardila, 2008; Robinson et al., 2014; Stuss, 2011). Impairment of
the OFC is associated with poor motivation (Massimo et al., 2015). The
body fibers interconnect the motor cortices (i.e. premotor, precentral
frontal cortex, and parietal lobes), controlling execution of movement,
motor control, and internal generation of movement (Hofer and Frahm,
2006). Therefore, we suggest that lower FA in the genu, forceps minor,
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2018). Indeed, the involvement of frontal and temporal gray matter and
WM structures has been suggested to play an important role in regula
tion of goal-directed behavior (Brown and Pluck, 2000). Thus, alter
ations in the WM connecting these structures may be associated with
apathy severity. Additionally, our findings are in line with a previous
TBSS study in AD, which reported FA changes in the UF and right SLF
associated with apathy (Hahn et al., 2013).

to the correlation with apathy symptoms and not necessarily specific to
clinically diagnosed apathy. However, as subjects with apathy are
difficult to recruit, these results are valuable and provide insight into its
neural correlates. Secondly, although the findings showed aberrant WM
integrity in widespread areas to be associated with apathy, we were not
able to capture the different dimensions of apathy. Future investigations
using other multidimensional apathy measurements such as the
Dimensional Apathy Scale (Radakovic and Abrahams, 2014) might
better capture the sub-types of apathy and its correlates. Thirdly, our
study consisted of a cross-sectional analysis, representing a snapshot of
individuals at certain aMCI stages. Since the characteristics of aMCI are
likely to change over time, cross-sectional surveys may not provide a
complete picture. Longitudinal studies are clearly needed to reveal how
the relationship between WM integrity, apathy, and aMCI may develop
over time. Fourthly, although MMSE has been used widely to assess
global cognition it is not considered sensitive for detecting cognitive
decline in MCI. A recent systematic review showed that Montreal
Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) is better in discriminating subjects with
MCI and cognitively healthy individuals (Pinto et al., 2019). Lastly, we
did not assess the presence of white matter lesions which are seen as
white matter hyperintensities (WMH) on the brain scan as it requires a
different MRI sequence (i.e. T2 weighted MRI). A previous study
demonstrated that subjects having WMH were more likely to have
elevated MD and reduced FA in general compared to healthy subjects
not having WMH (Lange et al., 2014).

4.3. Projection pathways and apathy
In addition to the pathways discussed above, our study revealed that
severity of apathy is inversely associated with decreased FA in bilateral
anterior and superior corona radiata (ACR and SCR) and anterior
thalamic radiation (ATR). A trend association also shown in cortico
spinal tract/internal capsule (IC). Projection fibers interconnect the
cortex and subcortical structures (i.e. deep cerebral nuclei, brainstem
nuclei, spinal cord), mostly projecting through the corona radiata, in
ternal capsule, cerebral peduncles and brainstem (Catani et al., 2013).
The projection fibers contain thalamocortical (ascending) fibers that
project from subcortical nuclei (mainly thalamus) and terminate in the
cortex, as well as motor corticofugal (descending) fibers, which run in
opposite directions. The IC and corona radiata comprise of ascending
fibers mainly from thalamus and descending fibers from fronto-parietal
cortex to subcortical nuclei, including basal ganglia, brainstem nuclei
and spinal cord. This complex projection conveys sensorial information
to the cortex and transmits information necessary for the control of
movement (Catani et al., 2013).
The anterior corona radiata (ACR) connects the anterior cingulate
cortex to the striatum and other regions involved in behavior regulation
(McCandliss, 2012), and is known as part of the limbic-thalamo-cortical
loops (Wakana et al., 2004). This important loop has been proposed to
underlie subtypes of apathy (Levy and Dubois, 2006), comprising
different structures including the frontal lobe, thalamus, striatum,
globus pallidus, limbic system and the connecting fibers. Noting that the
frontal part of corona radiata (SCR and ACR) connects the PFC to the
striatum and thalamus, and is part of the frontal-subcortical loops, we
suggest that the aberrant connections of these fibers may result in
attention deficit, emotional, and cognitive disorders, and may conse
quently also lead to increasingly severe apathy. The association between
alterations in the ACR and the severity of apathy is supported by findings
of previous studies in PD patients (Zhang et al., 2018), post stroke (Yang
et al., 2015), and people with HIV infection (Kamat et al., 2014).
The anterior thalamic radiation (ATR) connects the mediodorsal and
anterior thalamic nuclei to the prefrontal cortex and the anterior
cingulate cortex. The thalamus is a complex structure composed of
several nuclei, each interconnected with different cortical areas, located
in diencephalon that operates as a relay station for most sensory and
motor pathways and acts as a source of information for the frontal and
motor areas (Catani et al., 2013). The anterior cingulate cortex plays an
important role in regulating intention, monitoring and motivation,
whilst the PFC is an important region in the cortico-subcortical network.
Thus, in line with a previous study (Torso et al., 2015), we suggest that
the disconnection of these fibers correlates with apathy severity.
Taken together, we propose that the more communication between
frontal-limbic structures is disrupted, the higher severity of apathy is
likely to be. More specifically, alterations of anterior cingulate cortex,
orbital frontal cortex, and medial thalamus, as well as the disruption in
the interconnections between these structures, may crucially underlie
apathy (Kos et al., 2016; Le Heron et al., 2018).
A number of limitations of our study need to be considered. Firstly,
we would like to note here that our data was collected with a well
distributed range of apathy scores (Histogram in Supplementary Fig. 1).
Thus, our data was suitable for correlation analysis. Importantly, how
ever, there were only 8 patients clinically diagnosed with apathy, thus,
we could not conduct subgroup analyses and differentiate an aMCI
group with and without apathy. Therefore, our conclusions are limited

5. Conclusions
In conclusion, we found an association of apathy severity with
widespread aberrations of WM integrity in aMCI. Our results suggest
that the severity of apathy is associated with the disruption of a complex
network of brain regions, not limited to frontal-subcortical circuits.
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